Expression and codon usage optimization of the erythroid-specific transcription factor cGATA-1 in baculoviral and bacterial systems.
Biochemical characterization of cGATA-1, a key transcription factor in the regulation of globin expression in chickens, has been precluded by the unavailability of appreciable amounts of the pure protein. Purification directly from embryonic red blood cells has been limited by the difficulty in obtaining large quantities of the starting material, and previous attempts at bacterial expression have consistently yielded truncated product. To solve these problems, we have taken two approaches to the expression of cGATA-1. First, we were able to produce efficient expression from baculovirus-infected insect cells. Second, by altering the codon usage in cDNA encoding the protein's carboxy-terminal region, we obtained good expression of full-length protein in Escherichia coli. These preparations should prove useful in biochemical and structural studies of the factor. Additionally, we describe a primer extension/PCR-based method which can be used to synthesize extended regions of DNA sequence for gene construction.